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  Published and forthcoming articles

  	The returns to STEM programs for less-prepared students
	
    	with Kevin Ng


    	Forthcoming, American Economic Journal: Economic Policy




    
	The direct and spillover effects of large-scale affirmative action at an elite Brazilian university

	with Cecilia Machado and Germán Reyes


    	Forthcoming, Journal of Labor Economics


    	Folha de S.Paulo




    	Do less informative college admission exams reduce earnings inequality? Evidence from Colombia
	
    	Forthcoming, Journal of Labor Economics




    
	Accountability, test prep incentives, and the design of math and English exams

	with Meredith Welch


    	Journal of Policy Analysis and Management 2023, 42(1): 60-96


    	Published version, Data and replication codes




    	Do college students benefit from placement into higher-achieving classes?
	
    	with Nicolás de Roux


    	Journal of Public Economics 2022, 210: 104669


    	Published version, La República




    
	Disrupted academic careers: The returns to time off after high school

	with Nicolás de Roux


    	Journal of Development Economics 2022, 156: 102824


    	Published version




    	Learning and earning: An approximation to college value added in two dimensions
	
    	with Juan E. Saavedra and Miguel Urquiola


    	Productivity in Higher Education, edited by C. Hoxby and K. Stange, The University of Chicago Press, 2019, Chapter 4, pp. 105–132


    
    	This paper explores the implications of measuring college productivity in two different dimensions: earning and learning. We compute system-wide measures using administrative data from the country of Colombia that link social security records to students' performance on a national college graduation exam. In each case we can control for individuals' college entrance exam scores in an approach akin to teacher value added models. We present three main findings: 1) colleges' earning and learning productivities are far from perfectly correlated, with private institutions receiving relatively higher rankings under earning measures than under learning measures; 2) earning measures are significantly more correlated with student socioeconomic status than learning measures; and 3) in terms of rankings, earning measures tend to favor colleges with engineering and business majors, while colleges offering programs in the arts and sciences fare better under learning measures.




    
    
	The big sort: College reputation and labor market outcomes
	
    	with W. Bentley MacLeod, Juan E. Saavedra, and Miguel Urquiola


    	American Economic Journal: Applied Economics 2017, 9(3): 223–261


    	AEA video


    
    	We explore how college reputation affects the "big sort," the process by which students choose colleges and find their first jobs. We incorporate a simple definition of college reputation—graduates' mean admission scores—into a competitive labor market model. This generates a clear prediction: if employers use reputation to set wages, then the introduction of a new measure of individual skill will decrease the return to reputation. Administrative data and a natural experiment from the country of Colombia confirm this. Finally, we show that college reputation is positively correlated with graduates' earnings growth, suggesting that reputation matters beyond signaling individual skill.



  



 Working papers

  	Community impacts of mass incarceration

	with Arpit Gupta and Christopher Hansman




    	Stakes and signals: An empirical investigation of muddled information in standardized testing
	
    	with Germán Reyes and Ruqing Xu


  



 Teaching

  	Seminar in Labor Economics I (Ph.D.)

	Fall 2017, Fall 2018, Fall 2019, Fall 2022, Fall 2023



    	Inequality in U.S. Higher Education (Undergraduate)

	Spring 2018, Spring 2019, Spring 2020, Spring 2023



    	Economics of Wages and Employment (Undergraduate)

	Spring 2019, Spring 2020, Fall 2022, Fall 2023



    	Labor Economics Workshop (Organizer)

	Fall 2019, Spring 2020, Fall 2020, Spring 2021, Fall 2021



  
 




